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ABSTRACT
Subgraph-based graph representation learning (SGRL) has recently
emerged as a powerful tool in many prediction tasks on graphs
due to its advantages in model expressiveness and generalization
ability. Most previous SGRL models face computational issues re-
lated to the high cost of extracting subgraphs for each training or
testing query. Recently, SUREL was proposed to accelerate SGRL,
which samples random walks offline and joins these walks online
as a proxy of subgraphs for prediction. Thanks to the reusability of
sampled walks across different queries, SUREL achieves state-of-
the-art performance in terms of scalability and prediction accuracy.
However, SUREL still suffers from high computational overhead
caused by node redundancy in sampled walks. In this work, we
propose a novel framework SUREL+ that upgrades SUREL by using
node sets instead of walks to represent subgraphs. By definition,
such set-based representations avoid repeated nodes, but node sets
can be irregular in size. To solve this issue, we design a dedicated
sparse data structure to efficiently store and access node sets, and
provide a specialized operator to join them in parallel batches.
SUREL+ is modularized to support multiple types of set samplers,
structural features, and neural encoders to complement the loss
of structural information after the reduction from walks to sets.
Extensive experiments have been performed to verify the effec-
tiveness of SUREL+ in the prediction tasks of links, relation types,
and higher-order patterns. SUREL+ achieves 3-11× speedups of
SUREL while maintaining comparable or even better prediction
performance; compared to other SGRL baselines, SUREL+ achieves
∼20× speedups and significantly improves the prediction accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graphs are widely used to model interactions in natural sciences
and relationships in social life [20, 23]. Graph-structured data in
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the real world are highly irregular and often large-scale. To solve
inference tasks on graphs, graph representation learning (GRL)
that studies quantitative representations of graph-structured data
has attracted much attention [15, 16, 45]. Recently, subgraph-based
GRL (SGRL) has become an important research direction for re-
searchers studying GRL algorithms and systems, as it achieves
far better prediction performance than other approaches in many
GRL tasks, especially those involving a set of nodes. Given a set of
nodes of interest, namely a queried node set, SGRL models such
as SEAL [50, 52], GraIL [39], and SubGNN [1] first extract a sub-
graph around the queried node set (called query-induced subgraph),
and then use neural networks to encode extracted subgraphs for
prediction. Extensive work shows that SGRL models are more ro-
bust [48] and more expressive [5, 12]; while canonical graph neural
networks (GNNs) including GCN [22] and GraphSAGE [14] usually
fail to make accurate predictions, due to their limited expressive
power [9, 13, 52], incapability of capturing intra-node distance infor-
mation [27, 37], and improper entanglement between receptive field
size and model depth [18, 47, 48]. An example in Fig. 1 illustrates
how SGRL works for link prediction and demonstrates its advan-
tages over GNNs. Here, canonical GNNs generate and aggregate
node representations to predict links, which would map structurally
symmetric nodes into the same representation and lead to the am-
biguity issue [46, 52]. So far, the advantages of SGRL methods have
been proved in many applications, such as link and relation predic-
tion [39, 50, 52], higher-order pattern prediction [29, 32], temporal
network modeling [44], recommender systems [51], anomaly detec-
tion [1, 6], graph meta-learning [18], subgraph matching [28, 30],
and molecular/protein research in life sciences [36, 43].

Albeit with multiple benefits of its algorithm, SGRL methods
currently face two major computational challenges: (1) Query De-
pendency. A subgraph must be extracted for each queried node
set, which is not reusable across different queries, and cannot be
preprocessed if the query is unknown; (2) Irregularity. The ex-
tracted subgraphs are irregularly sized, resulting in poor batch
processing and load-balancing performance. As shown in Fig. 3 (a),
subgraph extraction in SEAL [50, 52] is prohibitively slow to be
deployed in practice. This inspired recent work on dedicated hard-
ware acceleration for subgraph extraction [10, 34]. However, how
to fundamentally improve the scalability and efficiency of SGRL
methods remains largely unexplored.

SUREL [47] is the state-of-the-art (SOTA) framework that applies
algorithm and system co-design to implement SGRL. It employs
the join of node-level sampled walks to represent query-specific
subgraphs. Specifically, SUREL treats each node as a seed and runs
multiple random walks from the seed on the graph offline. Given
a queried node set, SUREL online joins and encodes the sampled
walks for all queried nodes for prediction. The join operation builds
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as multi-linear perception + mean pooling, set attention [40] and
LSTM [14] that ensure sufficient expressive power and consistent
performance across various types of SGRL tasks.

Overall, our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Algorithm: SUREL+ is a novel SGRL framework (open source),

that utilizes reusable node sets and associates them with vari-
ous types of structural features to represent query-induced sub-
graphs through their online joining. Adopting sets in SUREL+
greatly saves memory and computation but without degrading
prediction performance compared with the SOTA baselines.

• System: SUREL+ designs a dedicated sparse data structure SpG
and a sparse join operator SpJoin to support efficient storage and
processing of node sets, which achieves much better efficiency
and scalability than previous SGRL methods.

• We conduct extensive experiments on 9 real-world graphs, with
millions/billions of nodes/edges, and demonstrate the advantages
of SUREL+ in link/relation-type/motif prediction tasks. SUREL+
is 3-11× faster than the current SOTA SGRL method SUREL
while maintaining comparable or even better prediction accuracy.
SUREL+ also achieves ∼20× speedup with substantial prediction
accuracy improvements over other SGRL baselines.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Notations and Relevant Definitions in SGRL
LetG(V, E, 𝑋 ) be an attributed graphwith node setV = {1, 2, ..., 𝑛}
and edge set E, where 𝑋 ∈ R𝑛×𝑑 denotes node attributes with 𝑑-
dimension. A query 𝑄 ⊂ V is a node set of interest for a certain
type of task. We denote the subgraph induced by query 𝑄 as G𝑄
and the node-induced subgraph as G𝑢 , where induced subgraphs
are typically within a small number of hops.

Definition 2.1 (Subgraph-based Graph Representation Learning
(SGRL)). Given a query 𝑄 of node set over graph G, SGRL aims to
learn a representation of the query-induced subgraph G𝑄 to make
prediction 𝑓 (G𝑄 ). (·) is usually a neural network. SGRL tasks come
with some labeled queries {(𝑄𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝐿𝑖=1 for supervision (positive
samples) and other unlabeled queries {𝑄𝑖 }𝐿+𝑁𝑖=𝐿+1 for inference.

Examples of SGRL Tasks Link prediction seeks to estimate the
likelihood of a link between two endpoints in a given graph, where
a query 𝑄 corresponds to a node pair. It can be further generalized
to predict links with types over heterogeneous graphs [39] or to pre-
dict vascular access [33] and chemical bond [20] in domain-specific
graphs. Tasks beyond pairwise relations are named higher-order
pattern prediction, where a query𝑄 consists of three or more nodes.
In this work, we consider that given partially observed pairwise
relations among queried nodes in 𝑄 , whether these queried nodes
will establish certain full higher-order relation of interest [29, 38].

Review of SGRLMethods The current SGRL pipeline has three
main parts, as shown in theAlgorithmDesign section of Fig. 2: prepa-
ration of subgraphs, construction of structural features, and neural
encoder to obtain subgraph embeddings. Classical SGRL models
often group query-dependent parts together, e.g., SEAL [50, 52] cou-
ples subgraph extraction and labeling trick [52], and then applies
GNNs to encode extracted subgraphs attached with structural labels
for prediction. However, such coupling is expensive and makes the
computed intermediate results not reusable across queries, which

motivates recent SGRL methods to decouple them. SUREL [47]
substitutes explicit subgraph extraction with the online joining of
multiple node-level walks presampled offline, with relative position
encoding defined on sampled walks as structural features. Sampled
walks and associated positional encoding can be shared to assem-
ble subgraphs for multiple queries, which improves the reusability
and scalability. Lastly, neural networks are applied to encode and
aggregate the embedding of these walks for prediction.

2.2 Related Works
Scalable SGRL Design. Recent works on SGRL models have pri-
marily focused on efficient subgraph extraction. Various techniques
have been proposed, including PPR-based [4, 48] and random walk-
based [47] subgraph samplers, and node neighborhood sampling
through CUDA kernel (DGL, [10]) and tensor operations (PyG, [34]).
Some frameworks have customized data structures to better sup-
port subgraph operations and gain higher throughput, such as
associative arrays in SUREL [47], temporal-CSR in TGL [53], and
GPU-orientated dictionary in NAT [31]. To achieve scalable mod-
eling design, GDGNN [24] utilizes node representations along the
geodesic path between queried nodes for prediction, partially de-
coupling structural feature construction from subgraph extraction.
BUDDY [7] employs subgraph sketches to avoid explicitly extract-
ing subgraphs for link prediction. However, theseworks either focus
on specific aspects of SGRL’s scalability issues, i.e., bottlenecks of
extraction and storage or feature construction, or they are limited
to specific tasks like link prediction. In contrast, SUREL+ provides
a comprehensive co-design approach in scalable sampling, efficient
storage, and expressivemodeling, offering a general subgraph-based
framework for scalable SGRL.

3 THE FRAMEWORK OF SUREL+
This section introduces SUREL+, whose key concept is to offline
sample node sets around seed nodes in the graph, which can be
joined online as a proxy of query-induced subgraphs for represen-
tation learning. This approach keeps only distinct nodes in the
sampled set for reuse in different queries, effectively addressing
memory and computation concerns of node duplication in existing
walk-based representations adopted by SUREL [47]. SUREL+ fea-
tures a modular design, supports various set samplers and structure
encoders, and can flexibly select different set neural encoders to
pair with diverse structural features to compensate for the structure
information loss after reducing subgraphs to node sets. Further-
more, SUREL+ introduces a dedicated sparse data structure SpG and
an arithmetic operator SpJoin to store node sets and perform their
online joins efficiently. Fig. 2 compares SUREL+ and current SGRL
models. The following subsections describe these modules in detail.

3.1 Set Samplers and Structure Encoders
SUREL+ uses set samplers to sample a set of nodes from the neigh-
borhood of each seed node in the graph and calls structure encoders
to construct structural features. Both of these operations are exe-
cuted offline. The former is primarily for computational benefits,
while the latter is performed to offset the loss of structural informa-
tion due to the reduction from subgraphs (adopted by SEAL [50, 52])
or walks (adopted by SUREL [47]) to sets. Conceptually, SUREL+
represents the node-induced subgraph G𝑢 via a combination of (1)
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<latexit sha1_base64="TKsJBOWo2DEu5CzKM3tc/GD1dTM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KUoh4LXjxWMK3QhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2jqwMMy8Yd+bMJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMUmmGfdZIhP9GFLDpVDcR4GSP6aa0ziUvBtObud+94lrIxL1gNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfn+YoBlUa27dXYCsE68gNSjQHlS/bI5lMVfIJDWm57kpBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbEJHvGepojE3Qb5YdkYurDIkUaLtU0gW6u9ETmNjpnFoJ2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0U2QC5VmyBVbfhRlkmBC5peTodCcoZxaQpkWdlfCxlRThrafii3BWz15nXQade+q3rxv1lqNoo4ynME5XIIH19CCO2iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY/laMkpMqfwB87nD++Gjrs=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="TKsJBOWo2DEu5CzKM3tc/GD1dTM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KUoh4LXjxWMK3QhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2jqwMMy8Yd+bMJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMUmmGfdZIhP9GFLDpVDcR4GSP6aa0ziUvBtObud+94lrIxL1gNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfn+YoBlUa27dXYCsE68gNSjQHlS/bI5lMVfIJDWm57kpBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbEJHvGepojE3Qb5YdkYurDIkUaLtU0gW6u9ETmNjpnFoJ2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0U2QC5VmyBVbfhRlkmBC5peTodCcoZxaQpkWdlfCxlRThrafii3BWz15nXQade+q3rxv1lqNoo4ynME5XIIH19CCO2iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY/laMkpMqfwB87nD++Gjrs=</latexit>. . .<latexit sha1_base64="TKsJBOWo2DEu5CzKM3tc/GD1dTM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KUoh4LXjxWMK3QhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2jqwMMy8Yd+bMJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMUmmGfdZIhP9GFLDpVDcR4GSP6aa0ziUvBtObud+94lrIxL1gNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfn+YoBlUa27dXYCsE68gNSjQHlS/bI5lMVfIJDWm57kpBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbEJHvGepojE3Qb5YdkYurDIkUaLtU0gW6u9ETmNjpnFoJ2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0U2QC5VmyBVbfhRlkmBC5peTodCcoZxaQpkWdlfCxlRThrafii3BWz15nXQade+q3rxv1lqNoo4ynME5XIIH19CCO2iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY/laMkpMqfwB87nD++Gjrs=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="TKsJBOWo2DEu5CzKM3tc/GD1dTM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KUoh4LXjxWMK3QhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2jqwMMy8Yd+bMJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMUmmGfdZIhP9GFLDpVDcR4GSP6aa0ziUvBtObud+94lrIxL1gNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfn+YoBlUa27dXYCsE68gNSjQHlS/bI5lMVfIJDWm57kpBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbEJHvGepojE3Qb5YdkYurDIkUaLtU0gW6u9ETmNjpnFoJ2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0U2QC5VmyBVbfhRlkmBC5peTodCcoZxaQpkWdlfCxlRThrafii3BWz15nXQade+q3rxv1lqNoo4ynME5XIIH19CCO2iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY/laMkpMqfwB87nD++Gjrs=</latexit>. . .

<latexit sha1_base64="TKsJBOWo2DEu5CzKM3tc/GD1dTM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KUoh4LXjxWMK3QhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2jqwMMy8Yd+bMJXCoOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMUmmGfdZIhP9GFLDpVDcR4GSP6aa0ziUvBtObud+94lrIxL1gNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfn+YoBlUa27dXYCsE68gNSjQHlS/bI5lMVfIJDWm57kpBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbEJHvGepojE3Qb5YdkYurDIkUaLtU0gW6u9ETmNjpnFoJ2OKY7PqzcX/vF6G0U2QC5VmyBVbfhRlkmBC5peTodCcoZxaQpkWdlfCxlRThrafii3BWz15nXQade+q3rxv1lqNoo4ynME5XIIH19CCO2iDDwwEPMMrvDnKeXHenY/laMkpMqfwB87nD++Gjrs=</latexit>. . .<latexit sha1_base64="Qs6n4RwB+CFBK1oj4Hdm9LR2mqk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6rHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUdAelsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0BqWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m6INwVt9eZ20qxXvulJr1sr1ah5HAc7hAq7Agxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0bTj5zBn/gfP4AdzeMrQ==</latexit>0
<latexit sha1_base64="pZVftJAb8scZJUH5cRivyOrxM3o=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgCCUpRT0WvHisYD+gCWWzmbRLN5uwuxFK6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgpQzpR3n2yptbG5t75R3K3v7B4dH1eOTrkoySbFDE57IfkAUciawo5nm2E8lkjjg2Asmd3O/94RSsUQ86mmKfkxGgkWMEm0kzwuRazLMxZU7G1ZrTt1ZwF4nbkFqUKA9rH55YUKzGIWmnCg1cJ1U+zmRmlGOs4qXKUwJnZARDgwVJEbl54ubZ/aFUUI7SqQpoe2F+nsiJ7FS0zgwnTHRY7XqzcX/vEGmo1s/ZyLNNAq6XBRl3NaJPQ/ADplEqvnUEEIlM7fadEwkodrEVDEhuKsvr5Nuo+5e15sPzVqrUcRRhjM4h0tw4QZacA9t6ACFFJ7hFd6szHqx3q2PZWvJKmZO4Q+szx+7mJFy</latexit>

δn+1

<latexit sha1_base64="UTTW8TwmJMvMM1ae8fIjYtRUlgU=">AAAB5HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/qlcvi0XwVJJS1GPBi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhSv/iZv/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PCVHBtPO/bKW1t7+zulffdg8Oj45OKe9rRSaYYtlkiEtULqUbBJbYNNwJ7qUIahwK74fRu4XefUWmeyEczSzGI6VjyiDNqrPTQGFaqXs1bgmwSvyBVKNAaVr4Go4RlMUrDBNW673upCXKqDGcC5+4g05hSNqVj7FsqaYw6yJeHzsmlVUYkSpQtachS/T2R01jrWRzazpiaiV73FuJ/Xj8z0W2Qc5lmBiVbLYoyQUxCFl+TEVfIjJhZQpni9lbCJlRRZmw2rg3BX395k3TqNf+61qg260UYZTiHC7gCH26gCffQgjYwQHiBN3h3npxX52PVWHKKiTP4A+fzBxLti4c=</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="/O1naij1nKurRkivzO7VVgMfYqc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3azSbsToRS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNkmmGW+xRCa6G1DDpVC8hQIl76aa0ziQvBOMb+d+54lrIxL1gJOU+zEdKhEJRtFK7X7IJdJBueJW3QXIOvFyUoEczUH5qx8mLIu5QiapMT3PTdGfUo2CST4r9TPDU8rGdMh7lioac+NPF9fOyIVVQhIl2pZCslB/T0xpbMwkDmxnTHFkVr25+J/XyzC68adCpRlyxZaLokwSTMj8dRIKzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoAyrZELzVl9dJu1b1rqr1+3qlUcvjKMIZnMMleHANDbiDJrSAwSM8wyu8OYnz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/j6qPFQ==</latexit>

δ

<latexit sha1_base64="ZTWl+TRA+3dt5STjLwjRKQISDe4=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoB4DevCYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5Pb2Nza3snvFvb2Dw6PiscnLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb+d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjbt+seSW3QXIOvEyUoIM9X7xqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxh/SpXhTOCs0Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofani0Nn5MIqAxLGypY0ZKH+npjSSOtJFNjOiJqRXvXm4n9eNzXhjT/lMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjMvyYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2GwKNgRv9eV10qqUvatytVEt1SpZHHk4g3O4BA+uoQb3UIcmMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi25pxs5hT+wPn8AZWHjME=</latexit>

D

a

v

c e

u
<latexit sha1_base64="Ml+ZlczZd3N8OPIUSRJ5RFH3XRs=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JN4CVbBU0mkqMeCFy9CBfuBTQib7aZdutmE3YlYQvDiX/HiQRGv/gpv/hs3bQ/a+mDg8d4MM/OChDMFtv1tLCwuLa+sltbK6xubW9vmzm5LxakktEliHstOgBXlTNAmMOC0k0iKo4DTdjC8LPz2PZWKxeIWRgn1ItwXLGQEg5Z8c9+NMAwI5tld7mcu0AfIrplSee6bFbtqj2HNE2dKKmiKhm9+ub2YpBEVQDhWquvYCXgZlsAIp3nZTRVNMBniPu1qKnBElZeNX8itY630rDCWugRYY/X3RIYjpUZRoDuLg9WsV4j/ed0UwgsvYyJJgQoyWRSm3ILYKvKwekxSAnykCSaS6VstMsASE9CplXUIzuzL86R1WnXOqrWbWqV+NI2jhA7QITpBDjpHdXSFGqiJCHpEz+gVvRlPxovxbnxMWheM6cwe+gPj8wegB5gk</latexit>ZMiss

<latexit sha1_base64="Gz6v//K4FSmaPIbHkZwPcu8dhYg=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8laQU9VhQxGNF+wFtKJvtpl262cTdSbGE/A4vHhTx6o/x5r9x+3HQ1gcDj/dmmJnnx4JrdJxva2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2dJQoyuo0EpFq+UQzwSWrI0fBWrFiJPQFa/rDq4nfHDGleSQfcBwzLyR9yQNOCRrJu+6mHWRPmN7fZFm3UHRKzhT2MnHnpAhz1LqFr04voknIJFJBtG67ToxeShRyKliW7ySaxYQOSZ+1DZUkZNpLp0dn9qlRenYQKVMS7an6eyIlodbj0DedIcGBXvQm4n9eO8Hg0ku5jBNkks4WBYmwMbInCdg9rhhFMTaEUMXNrTYdEEUompzyJgR38eVl0iiX3PNS5a5SrJbnceTgGE7gDFy4gCrcQg3qQOERnuEV3qyR9WK9Wx+z1hVrPnMEf2B9/gARqZJC</latexit>

DSF

<latexit sha1_base64="SLzAJYJLRKrlI2YvaH7SMJOjsUw=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqMuCG5cV7QPaoWTS2zY0kxmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEAuujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1FGiGDZYJCLVDqhGwSU2DDcC27FCGgYCW8H4NvNbE1SaR/LRTGP0QzqUfMAZNVbyuyE1I0ZF+jDrJb1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+xJERpmKBadzw3Nn5KleFM4KzUTTTGlI3pEDuWShqi9tN56Bk5s0qfDCJlnzRkrv7eSGmo9TQM7GQWUi97mfif10nM4MZPuYwTg5ItDg0SQUxEsgZInytkRkwtoUxxm5WwEVWUGdtTyZbgLX95lTQvqt5V9fL+slJz8zqKcAKncA4eXEMN7qAODWDwBM/wCm/OxHlx3p2PxWjByXeO4Q+czx8d7ZJI</latexit>Su

subgraph
<latexit sha1_base64="O4dxOTTP1SgpOqNWeZDSVACMxog=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJdugkVwVRIRdVlwocsK9gFNCDfTSTt0MgkzEyGE+CtuXCji1g9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45QcKoVLb9bdTW1jc2t+rbjZ3dvf0D8/CoL+NUYNLDMYvFMABJGOWkp6hiZJgIAlHAyCCY3ZT+4JEISWP+oLKEeBFMOA0pBqUl32y6EagpBpa7U1D5bVH4qW+27LY9h7VKnIq0UIWub3654xinEeEKM5By5NiJ8nIQimJGioabSpIAnsGEjDTlEBHp5fPwhXWqlbEVxkI/rqy5+nsjh0jKLAr0ZBlVLnul+J83SlV47eWUJ6kiHC8OhSmzVGyVTVhjKghWLNMEsKA6q4WnIAAr3VdDl+Asf3mV9M/bzmX74v6i1bGrOuroGJ2gM+SgK9RBd6iLegijDD2jV/RmPBkvxrvxsRitGdVOE/2B8fkDbAWVOg==</latexit>

Ĝu

<latexit sha1_base64="SbJ76jeInR7ON2th4Q+Q8uv/7ew=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBlvBRSmJFHVZcOOygn1gG8JkOm2HTh7MTAol5Afc+CtuXCji1r07/8ZJm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HiziTyrK+jcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39gHh61ZRgLQlsk5KHoelhSzgLaUkxx2o0Exb7Haceb3GR+Z0qFZGFwr2YRdXw8CtiQEay05JqVvo/VmGCePKRuEldxWkVL0jR1zbJVs+ZAq8TOSRlyNF3zqz8ISezTQBGOpezZVqScBAvFCKdpqR9LGmEywSPa0zTAPpVOMv8mRWdaGaBhKHQFCs3V3xMJ9qWc+Z7uzA6Vy14m/uf1YjW8dhIWRLGiAVksGsYcqRBl0aABE5QoPtMEE8H0rYiMscBE6QBLOgR7+eVV0r6o2Ze1+l293KjkcRThBE7hHGy4ggbcQhNaQOARnuEV3own48V4Nz4WrQUjnzmGPzA+fwAZUZwh</latexit>Zu,a,Zu,v

<latexit sha1_base64="6ega4HfYFPMyNgvLbteCf8ud4Uc=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoB4DXvSWgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVQsgXePGgiFc/yZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5Pb2Nza3snvFvb2Dw6PiscnLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb+d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKjft+seSW3QXIOvEyUoIM9X7xqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxh/SpXhTOCs0Es1JpSN6RC7lkoaofani0Nn5MIqAxLGypY0ZKH+npjSSOtJFNjOiJqRXvXm4n9eNzXhjT/lMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjMvyYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2GwKNgRv9eV10qqUvatytVEt1SpZHHk4g3O4BA+uoQZ3UIcmMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi25pxs5hT+wPn8AZ0bjMY=</latexit>

I <latexit sha1_base64="gMqDM02K31sN9iRxh23E7TRnJDg=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYJUY8kXjxCIo8ENmR2aGBkdnYzM0tCNnyBFw8a49VP8ubfOMAeFKykk0pVd7q7glhwbVz328ltbe/s7uX3CweHR8cnxdOzlo4SxbDJIhGpTkA1Ci6xabgR2IkV0jAQ2A4m9wu/PUWleSQfzSxGP6QjyYecUWOlxrRfLLlldwmySbyMlCBDvV/86g0iloQoDRNU667nxsZPqTKcCZwXeonGmLIJHWHXUklD1H66PHROrqwyIMNI2ZKGLNXfEykNtZ6Fge0MqRnrdW8h/ud1EzO881Mu48SgZKtFw0QQE5HF12TAFTIjZpZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03BhuCtv7xJWpWyd1OuNqqlWiWLIw8XcAnX4MEt1OAB6tAEBgjP8ApvzpPz4rw7H6vWnJPNnMMfOJ8/4U+M8w==</latexit>v

<latexit sha1_base64="vE/iYxHLbdiJOoPF/qCGrkfIPuY=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6rHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzU9AalsltxFyDrxMtJGXI0BqWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmxn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fk0ipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDWz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m6INwVt9eZ20qxXvulJr1sr1ah5HAc7hAq7Agxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0bTj5zBn/gfP4AeLuMrg==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="D63aOGGp/QltT+BNNBGTvxhbqfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaRqEcSLx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju7nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46pfLLlldwGyTryMlCBDvV/86g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsafUmU4Ezgr9FKNCWVjOsSupZJGqP3p4tAZubDKgISxsiUNWai/J6Y00noSBbYzomakV725+J/XTU1460+5TFKDki0XhakgJibzr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuCDcFbfXmdtCpl77pcbVRLtUoWRx7O4BwuwYMbqME91KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AHvDjLA=</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="8ChveHcb/5BrQ0oyJF6BwmkzLdU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkp6rHgxWML9gPaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8Hkbu53nlBpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqzUrA5KZbfiLkDWiZeTMuRoDEpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNiP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IpVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNkUbgrf68jppVyvedaXWrJXr1TyOApzDBVyBBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFs3nHzmDP7A+fwBej+Mrw==</latexit>

2

0 02
0 11

0 00
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3 00

<latexit sha1_base64="XXwUHdAaFqgv/G8SLBMcMwX+hGM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDFbBhZREirosuHFZwT6wDWEynbRDJw9mJkqJ+RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cL+ZMKsv6Nkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eWd3vyCgRhLZJxCPR87CknIW0rZjitBcLigOP0643uc797gMVkkXhnZrG1AnwKGQ+I1hpyTWrgwCrMcE8vc/cNDkjmWvWrLo1A1omdkFqUKDlml+DYUSSgIaKcCxl37Zi5aRYKEY4zSqDRNIYkwke0b6mIQ6odNJZ9AydaGWI/EjoFyo0U39vpDiQchp4ejIPKhe9XPzP6yfKv3JSFsaJoiGZH/ITjlSE8h7QkAlKFJ9qgolgOisiYywwUbqtii7BXvzyMumc1+2LeuO2UWseF3WU4RCO4BRsuIQm3EAL2kDgEZ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+5qMlo9g5gD8wPn8AmVyUIw==</latexit>Zu,c
<latexit sha1_base64="d2eyife7keUZ3DQqGIyVYNgT+Ck=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDFbBhZREirosuHFZwT6wDWEynbRDJw9mJkqJ+RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cL+ZMKsv6Nkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6eWd3vyCgRhLZJxCPR87CknIW0rZjitBcLigOP0643uc797gMVkkXhnZrG1AnwKGQ+I1hpyTWrgwCrMcE8vc/cNDmjmWvWrLo1A1omdkFqUKDlml+DYUSSgIaKcCxl37Zi5aRYKEY4zSqDRNIYkwke0b6mIQ6odNJZ9AydaGWI/EjoFyo0U39vpDiQchp4ejIPKhe9XPzP6yfKv3JSFsaJoiGZH/ITjlSE8h7QkAlKFJ9qgolgOisiYywwUbqtii7BXvzyMumc1+2LeuO2UWseF3WU4RCO4BRsuIQm3EAL2kDgEZ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+5qMlo9g5gD8wPn8AnGaUJQ==</latexit>Zu,e
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Figure 4: Node set S𝑢 and its associated structural features Z𝑢

stored in SpG. Here, 𝐷SF shows the landing counts of nodes at differ-
ent steps in sampled walks as an example, which can be normalized
later to landing probabilities as structural features.

a node set S𝑢 comprising unique nodes sampled from the neigh-
borhood of node 𝑢 and (2) the associated structural features Z𝑢
that reflects the position in G𝑢 of each sampled node in S𝑢 .

Set Samplers Two types of set samplers are adopted. The first
type, namedWalk-based Sampler, is to sample short-step random
walks and eliminate repeated nodes during sampling. The second
type, named Metric-based Sampler, is based on more principled
graph metrics that measure the proximity between neighboring
nodes and the seed node, such as personalized PageRank (PPR)
scores [19] or short path distances. Specifically, the walk-based
sampler runs 𝑀-many𝑚-step random walks, starting from each
seed 𝑢 in parallel on the graph G, and then puts only distinct nodes
in these walks into the set S𝑢 . The metric-based sampler, taking
PPR-based [4] as an example, first runs the push-flow algorithm [2]
to obtain an approximation of the PPR vector for each seed 𝑢, and
then selects the top-𝐾 nodes with the highest PPR scores into the set
S𝑢 . Mathematically, PPR scores are convergent landing probabilities
of seeded random walks that reach infinite steps. Therefore, these
two samplers complement each other by leveraging either more
local or global graph structures. We use hyper-parameters 𝑀 ,𝑚
to control random walks, and 𝐾 to control metric-based sampler,
which are all set as some constants in practice. The complexity of
the above offline sampling procedures is 𝑂 ( |V|).

Structure Encoders The structure encoder is to construct struc-
tural featuresZ𝑢,𝑥 ∈ R𝑘 for each node 𝑥 in the sampled node set
S𝑢 . These features are crucial for inference tasks involving mul-
tiple nodes [52], and can be conceptually understood as defining
the position of a node 𝑥 relative to a seed node 𝑢 within its neigh-
borhood. One possible choice is landing probabilities of random
walk [26, 27, 47]: each element Z𝑢,𝑥 [𝑖] stores the counts of node
𝑥 landed at step 𝑖 of all walks sampled by the walk-based sampler
starting at the seed 𝑢 divided by the total number of walks. By
definition, landing probabilities (LPs) can be obtained together with
walk sampling. Another option is the shortest path distance (SPD)
between 𝑥 and 𝑢 [27, 50, 52], which records their relative position
in terms of quantitative reachability. PPR scores [19] is also a useful
structural feature and can be computed along the running of a PPR-
based sampler. Later, we denote the group of structural features for
all nodes in S𝑢 as Z𝑢 = {Z𝑢,𝑥 |𝑥 ∈ S𝑢 }.

3.2 Set-based Storage - SpG
Node-set-based representations have advantages in terms of reusabil-
ity and eliminating redundant nodes. However, the uneven sizes of
sampled node sets pose great challenges to their storage and fast

Table 1: Complexity comparison of GRL models. Suppose using
𝑂 ( | E | )-many queries, SGRLs use partial edges (𝑞 ≪ |E |) for train-
ing. 𝑆 and 𝐾 denote the average size of extracted subgraphs and
sampled node sets, respectively. 𝐿 is the number of layers. 𝑑 and 𝑘
are respective dimensions of node and structural features. Assume
𝑑 is fixed for all layers. Both SUREL and SUREL+ use the walk-based
sampler for𝑀-many𝑚-step walks. 𝑐 is the number of distinct 𝑘-dim
structural features. 𝛿𝑛+1 is the size sum of all sampled node sets.

Methods GNN [22] SEAL [50, 52] SUREL [47] SUREL+
Structure 𝑂 (|V| + |E|) 𝑂 (𝑆 |E |) 𝑂 (𝑚𝑀 |V|) 𝑂 (𝛿𝑛+1)
Feature 𝑂 (𝑑 |V|) 𝑂 (𝑘𝑆 |E |) 𝑂 (𝑘𝑚𝑀 |V|) 𝑂 (𝛿𝑛+1 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑘)
Time 𝑂 (|E |𝐿𝑑 + |E|𝐿𝑑2) 𝑂 (𝑞𝑆𝐿𝑑2) 𝑂 (𝑞𝑚𝑀𝑑2) 𝑂 (𝑞𝐾𝑑2)

access. Note that these node sets must be frequently visited in sub-
sequent online phases for inference. To overcome these obstacles,
SUREL+ devises a specialized compressed sparse row (CSR) format
called SpG, which reorganizes the storage of node sets and their
structural features in a memory-efficient manner, as depicted in
Fig. 4. Specifically, the node set S𝑢 and its structural featuresZ𝑢
are stored as a row of SpG, denoted as SpG[𝑢, :]. Multiple node sets
and their associated structural features are consolidated into three
contiguous arrays:

• indptr 𝛿 ∈ Z𝑛+1, an integer array tracks the starting index of
each stored node set (row). It records the cumulative sum of
the sizes of all node sets S𝑢 , ∀𝑢 ∈ V , e.g., 𝛿𝑢+1 = 𝛿𝑢 + |S𝑢 |,
where |S𝑢 | represents the size of the set S𝑢 . The total number
of sampled nodes stored in SpG is 𝛿𝑛+1;

• indices 𝐼 ∈ Z𝛿𝑛+1 , a coalesce array of all node sets S𝑢 , ∀𝑢 ∈ V .
The segment 𝐼 [𝛿𝑢 : 𝛿𝑢+1] corresponds to the indices of sampled
nodes of S𝑢 stored in sorted order. This ordering is particularly
useful for speeding up the join operation discussed in Sec. 3.3.

• SFptr 𝐷 ∈ R𝛿𝑛+1 , a pointer array contains the indices of the
structural featuresZ𝑢 stored in the array 𝐷SF. The purpose of
𝐷SF is to eliminate duplicate structural features, typically reside
in GPU memory. This secondary index can further compress
memory needs, especially when using LPs/SPDs that are likely
to have many repeated values, but it is not necessary when using
PPR scores since they tend to have distinct values.

Regarding the cost of SpG, indptr array is of size |V| + 1, and
the size of both indices and SFptr arrays is 𝛿𝑛+1. The compressed
encoding array 𝐷SF, has a size of 𝑐 ∗ 𝑘 , where 𝑐 is the number of
distinct structural features and 𝑘 denotes feature dimension. The
overall complexity of this data structure is 𝑂 ( |V| + 𝛿𝑛+1 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑘).

Comparison with Other Methods Table 1 summarizes the
space and time complexity comparison of GRL methods. By adopt-
ing the walk-based sampler (sampling𝑀-many𝑚-step walks), 𝛿𝑛+1
amounts to approximately one-fifth of 𝑚𝑀 |V| used by SUREL,
while the metric-based sampler (sampling top-𝐾 PPR scores) results
in 𝛿𝑛+1 = 𝐾 |V| and 𝐾 < 𝑚𝑀 in general. Both values are substan-
tially lower than 𝑂 (𝑆 |E |) used by SEAL, where 𝑆 is the average
size of sampled subgraphs. For hosting structural features, SUREL+
employs the secondary index SFptr 𝐷 and retains only distinct
structural features in 𝐷SF to further reduce the memory footprint.
Since 𝑐 typically remains independent of |V| in practice, SUREL+
equipped with SpG is highly suitable for handling large graphs.
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Algorithm 1: The mini-batch training pipeline of SUREL+
Input: Given a graph G(V, E, 𝑋 ), a group of queries

{(𝑄,𝑦𝑄 )} for training, batch size 𝐵, a set SAMPLER, a
structure ENCODER, and a set AGGR

Output: A neural network for encoding subgraphs 𝑒𝑛𝑐 (·)
1 Preprocessing: SAMPLER and ENCODER → (S𝑢 ,Z𝑢 ) for all

𝑢 ∈ V; convert and save (S𝑢 ,Z𝑢 )’s as SpG objects.
2 for each mini-batch Q𝐵 = {..., 𝑄, ...} do
3 Generate negative training queries (if not given) {𝑄𝑖 } by

random sampling and put them into Q𝐵 ;
4 Call SpJoin operator to perform joining on SpG objects

{(S𝑢 ,Z𝑢 ) |𝑢 ∈ 𝑄} for all queries 𝑄 ∈ Q𝐵 in parallel;
5 Encode the joined results (S𝑄 ,Z𝑄 ) as proxy of

subgraphs via Eq. (2) with specified AGGR and get the
prediction 𝑦𝑄 from readout ℎ𝑄 by multithreads;

6 Backward propagation based on the loss L(𝑦𝑄 , 𝑦𝑄 ).
7 end

4.4 demonstrates empirically that the choice of AGGR has non-trivial
effects on prediction performance. Lastly, a fully-connected layer
takes the readoutℎ𝑄 as input to make the final prediction𝑦𝑄 . In our
experiments, all SGRL tasks are formulated as binary classification,
and thus Binary Cross Entropy is used as the loss function L.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we aim to evaluate the following questions:
• Regarding space and time complexity, how much improvement

can SUREL+ achieve by adopting sets instead of walks compared
to the SOTA SGRL framework SUREL?

• Can SUREL+ provide prediction performance comparable to all
baselines using or not using SGRL methods?

• How sensitive is SUREL+ to different choices of set samplers,
structure encoders, and set neural encoders?

• How do sparse storage SpG and parallelism in SpJoin operator
benefit the runtime and scaling performance of SUREL+?

4.1 Experiment Setup
Extensive experiments have been performed to evaluate SUREL+ us-
ing homogeneous, heterogeneous, and higher-order homogeneous
graphs on three types of tasks: link prediction, relation type predic-
tion, and higher-order pattern prediction. A homogeneous graph
is a graph that does not include node/link types, while a heteroge-
neous graph includes various node/link types. Higher-order graphs
are hypergraphs in our setting that contain hyperedges connecting
two or more nodes.

Datasets Table 2 summarizes the statistics of the datasets used to
benchmark SGRLmethods. Five datasets are selected from the Open
Graph Benchmark (OGB, [17]) for link and relation type prediction,
including social networks of citation - citation2 and collaboration
- collab; biological network of protein interaction - ppa and vascu-
lar - vessel; and one heterogeneous academic network ogb-mag,
which contains node types of paper (P), author (A) and their re-
lations extracted from MAG [42]. The vessel dataset has unique
significance as a very recent large (>3M nodes), sparse, biological
graph extracted from mouse brains [33] for examining GRL in sci-
entific discovery. Two hypergraph datasets collected by [3] are used

Table 2: Summary Statistics for Evaluation Datasets.
Dataset Type #Nodes #Edges Split(%)

criteo-click Homo./Bipartite Campaign: 675
User: 6,142,256 16,468,027 97/1.5/1.5

twitter Homo./Social. 41,652,230 1,468,364,884 99.98/0.01/0.01
citation2 Homo./Social. 2,927,963 30,561,187 98/1/1
collab Homo./Social. 235,868 1,285,465 92/4/4
ppa Homo./Bio. 576,289 30,326,273 70/20/10
vessel Homo./Bio. 3,538,495 5,345,897 80/10/10

ogb-mag Hetero. (P): 736,389
(A): 1,134,649

P-A: 7,145,660
P-P: 5,416,271 99/0.5/0.5

tags-math Higher. 1,629 projected: 91,685
hyperedges: 822,059 60/20/20

DBLP-
coauthor

Higher. 1,924,991 projected: 7,904,336
hyperedges: 3,700,067 60/20/20

for higher-order pattern prediction: DBLP-coauthor is a temporal
hypergraph, where each hyperedge denotes a time-stamped paper
connecting all its authors. tags-math contains sets of tags applied
to questions on the website math.stackexchange.com, represented
as hyperedges. For higher-order pattern prediction tasks, the num-
ber of hyperedges is the main computation bottleneck, in which
one may connect more than two nodes. Two industrial graphs,
criteo-click [11] with 16.5M records of online banner ads click-
ing and twitter [25] with 1.5B following relations of users are
used to examine the model scalability for real-world applications.

Settings For link prediction, OGB’s standard data split is used
to isolate validation and test links (queries) from the input graph.
For prediction tasks of relation type and higher-order pattern, the
same procedure to prepare graph data is adopted as in SUREL [47]:
the relations of paper-author (P-A, "written by") and paper-paper
(P-P, "cited by") are selected; higher-order queries in hypergraph
datasets are node triplets, where the goal is to predict whether it
will foster in a hyperedge given two of them have observed pairwise
connections; to learn the representation on hypergraphs, we project
hyperedges into cliques and treat the projection results as ordinary
graphs. All experiments are run 10 times independently, and we
report the mean performance and standard deviation.

BaselinesWe consider two classes of baselines. Canonical GNNs:
GCN [22], GraphSAGE [14], GraphSAINT [49], and their variants
with the prefix ‘H*’ that are directly applied for heterogeneous
graphs with node types and for hypergraphs through clique expan-
sion. R-GCN [35] performs relational message passing on hetero-
geneous graphs; SGRL models: SEAL [50, 52], GDGNN [24], and
SUREL [47]. SEAL adopts online subgraph sampling due to huge
memory demands for offline subgraph extraction. Fig. 3 (a) com-
pares the time cost for subgraph sampling across different SGRL
methods. We adopt the official implementations of all baselines
with tuned parameters that match their reported results.

Hyperparameters By default, SUREL+ uses the walk-based
sampler, the structural encoder LP and the better set neural encoder
tuned between mean pooling and attention. SUREL+ adopts a 2-
layer MLP as 𝑒𝑛𝑐 (·) in Eq. (2) followed by a 2-layer classifier to
map set-aggregated representations for final predictions. Default
training hyperparameters are: learning rate lr=1e-3 with the early
stopping of 5 epochs, dropout p=0.1, Adam [21] as the optimizer.
Analysis of parameters𝑀 and𝑚 to control the walk-based sampler
and𝐾 to control the metric-based sampler and selection of structure
encoders and set neural encoders are studied in Sec. 4.4.

Evaluation Metrics The evaluation metrics include Hits@P,
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and Area Under Curve (ROC-AUC).
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Table 3: Prediction Performance for Links, Relation Types and Higher-Order Patterns: the best (bold) and the second best (underlined).

Models citation2 click twitter collab ppa vessel Models MAG(P-A) MAG(P-P) tags-math DBLP-coauthor
MRR (%) Hits@50 (%) Hits@100 (%) ROC-AUC MRR (%)

GCN 84.74±0.21 5.31±0.17 OOM 44.75±1.07 18.67±1.32 43.53±9.61 H*GCN 39.43±0.29 57.43±0.30 51.64±0.27 37.95±2.59
GraphSAINT 79.85±0.40 2.86±0.63 4.12±0.73 53.12±0.52 3.83±1.33 47.14±6.83 H*SAGE 25.35±1.49 60.54±1.60 54.68±2.03 22.91±0.94
GDGNN 86.96±0.28 13.30±0.45 49.86±0.39 54.74±0.48 45.92±2.14 75.84±0.08 R-GCN 37.10±1.05 56.82±4.71 - -
SEAL 87.67±0.32 OOM OOM 63.64±0.71 48.80±3.16 80.50±0.21 SUREL 45.33±2.94 82.47±0.26 71.86±2.15 97.66±2.89
SUREL 89.74±0.18 40.39±0.61 OOM 63.34±0.52 53.23±1.03 86.16±0.39 SUREL+ 58.81±0.42 80.45±0.13 77.73±0.16 99.83±0.02
SUREL+ 88.90±0.06 60.87±0.15 55.67±0.67 64.10±1.06 54.32±0.44 85.73±0.88 / / / / /

Table 4: Breakdown of Runtime, Memory Consumption for Different Models on criteo-click, twitter, citation2 and ppa. The column Train
records the runtime per 10K queries.

Models Runtime (s) Memory (GB) Runtime (s) Memory (GB) Runtime (s) Memory (GB) Runtime (s) Memory (GB)

Prep. Train Inf. RAM SDRAM Prep. Train Inf. RAM SDRAM Prep. Train Inf. RAM SDRAM Prep. Train Inf. RAM SDRAM
Dataset criteo-click twitter citation2 ppa

GCN 3 0.085 8 3.1 62.74 - - - - OOM 17 21.74 105 9.3 36.84 2 0.026 1.2 4.6 11.35
GraphSAINT 1 0.012 20 13.1 8.79 111 0.009 920 253 76.60 151 1.79 107 9.6 9.78 10 0.003 1.5 4.9 23.06
GDGNN 215 1.43 2,928 16.2 23.77 1204 1.84 9,744 188 79.34 338 2.26 5,460 40.6 16.96 127 1.77 902 21.1 10.27
SEAL - - - OOM - - - - OOM - 46 3.52 24,626 35.4 5.71 46 10.57 3,988 9.5 12.13
SUREL 2 1.59 2,307 11.7 16.25 - - - OOM - 151 4.14 6,081 25.1 9.68 31 2.68 1,429 13.6 31.01
SUREL+ 22 0.23 502 10.4 11.93 327 0.26 3,779 210 49.44 130 0.35 1,389 16.7 4.75 69 0.72 201 9.8 19.02

Hit@P counts the ratio of positive samples ranked at the top-P
place against negative ones. MRR first computes the inverse of the
rank of the first correct prediction and then takes the average of
obtained reciprocal ranks for a sample of queries. For all datasets
adopting MRR, each positive query is paired with 1000 randomly
sampled negative test queries, except tags-math using 100 and
crieo-click using 650. ROC-AUC follows the standard definition
to measure the model’s performance in binary classification.

Environment We use a server with two Intel Xeon Gold 6248R
CPUs, 512 GB DRAM, and NVIDIA A100 (80GB) GPU. SUREL+ is
built on PyTorch 1.12 and PyG 2.2. Set samplers are implemented
in C, OpenMP, NumPy, Numba, and uhash, integrated into Python
scripts; SpG is customized based on the CSR format of Scipy.

4.2 Prediction Accuracy Comparison
Table 3 shows the prediction performance of different methods.
SGRL models significantly outperform canonical GNNs on these six
link prediction benchmarks, especially on two challenging biologi-
cal datasets ppa and vessel. Link prediction in biological datasets
relies on richer structural information that canonical GNNs have
limited expressive power to capture. Within SGRL models, SUREL+
achieves comparable performance to SUREL and outperforms SEAL,
which validates the effectiveness of our proposed set-based repre-
sentations. For predictions of relation type and higher-order pattern,
we observe additional performance gains (+2∼13%) from SUREL+
compared to SUREL on three of the four datasets. A large per-
formance gap exists between canonical GNNs and SGRL models,
particularly in the higher-order case. This demonstrates the inher-
ent limitations of canonical GNNs to make predictions of complex
relations involving multiple nodes.

4.3 Efficiency and Scalability Analysis
Improved Efficiency in Training and Inference. Table 4 com-
pares model runtime and memory usage on the four largest bench-
marks. SUREL+ offers a reasonable training time compared with
canonical GNNs. It shows clear improvement in inference compared
to the current SOTA framework SUREL (3-11× speedups across
all datasets) and its predecessor SEAL (∼20× speedups). SUREL+

achieves comparable and even lower RAM usage than canonical
GNNs. Compared to other SGRL models, it can save up to half of
RAM with lower usage of GPU DRAM, since set-based subgraphs
eliminate node duplicates and their associated structural features.
Tables 1 and 4 analytically and empirically show that the key factor
of SUREL+ scaling up to billion-size graphs is its set-based represen-
tation with the sparse design, while GCN (full adjacency matrix),
SEAL (complex subgraph extraction) and SUREL (dense walks with
duplicate nodes) are all out of memory (OOM) on twitter.

Profiling Different Strategies for Offline Processing Fig. 6a
reports the time cost of different samplers with multithreading on
citation2. Fig. 6b shows memory consumption to store different
types of sampled data (walks in SUREL [47] or sets in SUREL+) and
their associated structural features (LPs, SPDs, PPR scores). Com-
pared to SUREL sampler[47], the walk-based sampler in SUREL+
is more scalable and only adds an extra minute for encoding and
converting data in SpG format (slash/dash marked in Fig. 6a), while
achieving 6.94×, 3.63× and 4.12× memory savings on three OGB
datasets respectively to store sampled sets and their structural fea-
tures. Those memory savings are more crucial for overall scalability
as they reduce the workload of data transfer from CPU to GPU and
save many GPU operations to encode the data, which dominates the
time cost of the online stage. This leads to the efficiency improve-
ment of SUREL+ in Table 4. In addition, the metric-based sampler
that adopts PPR scores has better scaling performance when using
more threads. When adopting PPR scores or SPDs as structural
features, SUREL+ further reduces the memory cost, though they
often harm prediction performance slightly.

Note that in the above comparison of memory cost, compressed
structural features are adopted both in SUREL (locally) and SUREL+
(globally), i.e., the secondary index based on SFptr 𝐷 and 𝐷SF,
which achieve compression of 493×, 11318×, 19527× on three datasets
listed in Fig. 6b, when one adopts LPs as structural features.

Scaling Analysis for SpJoin Fig. 7 shows the speedups and
throughput of the sparse join operator SpJoin via multithread-
ing, where the join operation in SUREL to construct query-level
structural features for nodes on walks [47] is used as a comparison.
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